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A necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle in split 
graphs is proved . From this, further necessary conditions, partially well-known, can be derived . 
Finally, all these conditions prove to be equivalent to each other. 
1. Introduction 
Burkard and Hammer [3) developed a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
Hamiltonian split graphs. They asked if the conditions can be sharpened to a 
necessary and sufficient one. This question shall be investigated here. 
Let X and Y be two sets and 
P2(X, Y) = {{x, y}: x EX, Y E Y, X=/= y}. 
A graph G = (V; E) = (X, Y; E], E 2 ) is a split graph, if the vertex set V is the 
union of two disjoint, finite and nonempty sets X and Y and the edge set E 
partitions in sets E 1 , E 2 with El = P2(Y, Y) and E 2 c P2(X, Y). 
A subset C of E is a Hamiltonian cycle, if its elements can be ordered as 
el> ... , en> n = IXI + I YI, such that the edges of each pair (ei - l> ~), 2~ i ~ n, (~ el) 
have a vertex in common, and each vertex v E V is incident with exactly two edges 
of C. 
In the case IXI = I YI the split graph G = (X, Y; Eb E 2) has a Hamiltonian cycle 
if and only if the bipartite graph (X, Y; E 2) has one. If IXI > I YI then no 
Hamiltonian cycle exists. Therefore we consider the remaining case 
IXI<IYI· 
For V'c V =XUY let 
N(V') = {VE V : there is a V'E V' with {v, V'}EEJ 
be the set of neighbors of V' . 
Let X' eX, Y' c Y and let G' = (X', Y'; E~) be the induced bipartite sub graph, 
i.e. E~ only contains those edges of E2 which are incident with vertices of X' and 
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Y'. Sometimes we will also write G' = (X', Y') and E 2 ( G') = E 2(X', Y') = E~. A 
component of G' = (X', Y'; E~) is a connected component with respect to the 
edges of E~. For a component Gi = (xi, ~) of G' we define 
k(Gi)= k(Xi, Yi)={\Xi\ - \~\ ' if \Xi\>\~\, 
0, otherwise. 
For a bipartite graph G' = (X', Y') with r components Gi = (Xi, ~) let 
r r 
keG') = k(X', Y') = L k(Gl) = L k(Xi, ~). 
A component Gi = (Xi, ~) is called an H-component of G' = (X', Y'), if 
\Xi\ = \~\ holds. Let h(G') = h(X', Y') denote the number of H-components of 
G'. Burkard and Hammer 13J prove the following necessary but not sufficient 
condition for Hamiltonian split graphs. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G = (X, Y; E 1,E2) be a split graph with \X\<\Y\. If G is 
Hamiltonian then 
k(X', Y')+max{l, h(X', Y')/2}~\N(X')\-\Y'\ (1.1) 
holds for all X'c:..X, X'-::f0, Y'c:..N(X') with (k(X', Y,), h(X', Y'))-::f(O, 0). 
Proof. See Burkhard and Hammer 13J or with Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 
1.2. 0 
Condition (1.1) can be simplified. The following condition 
k(X', Y')+h(X', Y')/2~\N(X')\-\Y'\ (1.2) 
for all X' c:.. X, X' -::f 0, Y' c:.. N(X'), is an immediate consequence of (1.1). It will be 
shown that condition (1.2) is equivalent to the one of Burkard and Hammer. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G = (X, Y;El>E2 ) be a split graph with \X\<\Y\. G satisfies 
condition (1.1) if and only if G also satisfies condition (1.2). 
Proof. Consider the following condition: 
k(X', Y')+ 1 ~\N(X')\-\Y'\ (1.3) 
for all X' c:.. X, X' -::f 0, Y' c:.. N(X') with (k(X', Y'), h(X', Y')) -::f (0, 0). As (1.1) is 
the conjunction of (1.2) and (1.3) it is sufficient to show that (1.3) is a conse-
quence of (1.2). 
Suppose (1.3) is not fulfilled, i.e. there exist X' c:.. X, X' -::f 0, Y' c:.. N(X') with 
(k(X', Y'), h(X', Y')) -::f (0, 0) and 
k(X', Y')~\N(X')\ - \Y'I. (1.4) 
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With (1.2) it follows that 
k(X', Y')=\N(X')\-\Y'\. (1.5) 
It is easy to prove that w.l.o.g. \Xi \ ~ \ yi \ may be assumed for each component 
Gi = (Xi, yi) of G'(X', Y'). Therefore, 
r r 
k(X' , Y')= L k(Xi, ¥i) = L (\Xi\-\¥i\)=\X'\-\Y'\ 
i = l 
and with (1.5) 
\X'\ = \N(X')\. 
Then, the graph (X', N(X')) must have a component (Xi, ¥i) with \Xi\ ~\N(Xi)\ . 
If \Xi\>\N(Xi)\ it follows that 
k(Xi, N(Xi)) = \Xi\ -\N(Xi)\ > O = \N(Xi)\ - \N(Xi)\ , 
which is a contradiction to (1.2). 
If \Xi\ = \N(Xi)\ one obtains 
k(Xi, N(Xi)) + h(Xi, N(Xi))/2 = 1/2 > 0 = \N(Xi)\- \N(Xi)\, 
a contradiction to (1.2). 0 
(1.1) resp. (1.2) is a lower bound for the number of vertices in N(X') - Y' / i.e. 
it is an estimation of how many Y-vertices are missing in (X', Y') if G and 
therefore (X', N(X')) shall be Hamiltonian. But now there are situations where 
N(X') - Y' contains enough vertices (for (1 .1) resp. (1.2)), but nevertheless G 
cannot be Hamiltonian because N(X') - Y' contains too few suitable edges. 
Example: X = {1 , 2, 3}, Y = {a, b, c, d}, N({l}) = {a, d}, N({2}) = {b, d}, N({3}) = 
{c, d}. On the one hand for X'=X, Y' = {d}, (1.1) is fulfilled. On the other hand a 
Hamiltonian cycle C of G = (X, Y; E\> E 2 ) needs exactly 2\X'\ = 6 edges of E 2 • 
But although there are 3 edges in (X', Y') only 2 of them can be used in C. As 3 
edges of (X', N(X') - Y') can be used for C we realize that G cannot be 
Hamiltonian . 
We shall show below that by counting the 'missing' edges we obtain a 
necessary, but not sufficient condition for Hamiltonian split graphs. From this we 
can derive further conditions including Theorem 1.1. Finally, all these conditions 
prove to be equivalent to each other. 
2. A necessary condition 
In this section a necessary condition will be proved which is based on edges 
rather than on vertices. 
I N(X') - Y' denotes the et of elements o( N(X') that are not in Y'. 
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Let G = (X, Y; E 1 , E 2), X' C X, Y' c Y. A 2 -matching M of G' = (X', Y') is a 
subset of E 2(X' , Y') such that each vertex of X' U Y' is incident with at most two 
edges of M. Then the 2 -matching number of G', m(G') , is defined by 
m(G') = m(X', Y') = max{IMI: M is a 2-matching of G'}. 
A 2-matching M of G' is called maximal if IMI = meG') holds. meG') can in 
polynomial time2 be computed by solving an integer flow problem with upper 
capacity bounds. 
From definition it follows that 
meG') = m(X', Y')~ min{2IX'I , 2 IY'I}, 
r r 
meG') = m(X' , Y') = L m(Gi) = L m(Xi, yi) , 
where Gi = (Xi, yi), 1 ~ j ~ r, are the components of G'. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (X, Y; E h E 2 ) be a split graph with IXI < I YI and let e be a 
Hamiltonian cycle in G. Let X' c X, X' =/= 0, Y' c N(X') and G' = (X' , Y') be the 
induced bipartite subgraph. Then 
Ie nE2(G')1 ~ m(G') . 
If IX'I = I Y'I and m (G') = 21X'1 then 
lenE2(G') I ~ m(G') - 1. 
Proof. ' (2.3)' : e nE2 (G') is a 2-matching of G' which implies (2.3) . 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
'(2.4)' : Let V = XUY and V' = X'uY'. From IXI < IYI we get V - V'=/=0. 
Hence, there are V E V- V' and v' E V' with {v, V1E C. If Ie nEiG')1 = meG') = 
2 IX'I = 21 Y'I holds then each v' E V' is connected by e to exactly two vertices 
from V' . This is a contradiction to {v, V1 E C. 0 
A component GI = (XI, yi) of G' is called an F-component of G' if Gi is an 
H -component, i.e. IXi I = I yi I holds, and if m (G /) = 21XJ I holds. The number of 
F-components froin G' is denoted by f(G') = f(X' , Y'). 
Now we can prove a necessary condition for Hamiltonian split graphs which is 
based on the computation of 'missing' edges. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G = (X, Y;E1> E 2 ) be a split graph with IXI < IYI . If G is 
Hamiltonian then 
2IX'I - m(X', Y' )+ f(X' , Y') ~ m(X', Y) - f(X' , Y) 
holds for all x' c X, x' =/= 0, Y' c N(X'), Y = N(X') - Y'. 
2 For the definition of 'polynomial time' see e.g. Garey and Johnson [51. 
(2.5) 
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Proof. Let e be a Hamiltonian cycle of G. Let Gi = (Xi, yi), l~j~r', and 
G k = (x\ yk), 1 ~ k ~ r, be the components of G' = (X', V') and G = (X', Y) and 
let G = (X', N(X')). W.l.o.g.let Gi, l~j~f'=f(G'), and G k , l~k~f = f(G), be 
the F-components of G' and G. From (2.4), (2.3) and (2.2) we derive 
21X'1 = Ie nE2 (G)1 = lenE2(G')I+lenE2 (G)1 
r- ' r 
= L lenE2(Gi)l+ L lenE2(G k )1 
[' r' 
= L lenEiGi)l+ L lenE2 (Gi)1 
i - ['+1 
r f 
+ L lenE2 (Gk )l+ L lenE2(G k )1 
k = 1 
f' r' ., f 
~ L (m(G) - l)+ L m(Gi)+ L (m(G k ) -1)+ L m(G k ) 
i- I i = /,+l k=l k =[+l 
= m(G') - f(G')+m(G)-f(G). 0 
This necessary condition is not sufficient, as can be seen by Corollary 4.3 or 
directly by the following example given in Burkard and Hammer [3]. 
Example 2.3. X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, Y = {a, b, c, d, e, f}, N({l}) = {a, c, e}, N({2}) = 
{a, b}, N({3}) = {b, c}, N({4}) = {b, d, e}, N({5}) = {e, f}. 
3. Further necessary conditions 
To derive further necessary conditions from Theorem 2.2 we prove the follow-
ing lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (X, Y; E1> E 2 ) be a split graph with IXI < I YI and let X' c X, 
X' =1= 0, Y' c N(X'). Further, let 
Then 
A I(X', V') = 2k(X', Y')+ h(X', V'), 
A2(X', Y')=2IX'I - m(X', Y')+f(X', V'), 
BI(X', Y')= m(X', N(X') - Y') - f(X', N(X') - V'), 
B 2(X', V') = m(X', N(X') - V'), 
B 3(X', V') = L roin{2, IN({y}) nX'I}, 
yeN{X')- Y' 
B4(X', V') = 2IN(X') - Y'I. 
Al(X', Y')~A2(X', V'), 
B1(X', Y')~B2(X', Y')~B3(X', Y')~B4(X', V'). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Proof. '(3.1)': W.l.o.g. let the r components of G' = (X', Y') be ordered such that 
(Xi, ¥i) is an F-component for l,.;;,j,.;;,!' = [(G'), (Xi, yi) is an H-component but 
not an F-component for !' < j,.;;,h' = h(G'), IXil>I¥i1 holds for h' < j ";;' q and 
IXi I < I yll holds for q < j ,.;;, r. From definitions, (2.1) and (2.2) we get 
A leX', y') = 2k(G')+ h(G') 
q 
=2 L k(Gj)+h(G') 
j - h'+l 
=2 t (IXil-I¥iJ)+h(G') 
j - h'+1 
q h ' 
~ L (2IX11-m(G j ))+[(G')+ L (2IXil - m(Gi)) 
i - h'+ 1 
,.;;,2 IX'I - m(G') + [(G') 
= A 2(X' , Y') . 
i - f'+l 
'(3 .2)': [(X' , N(X') - Y') ;a. O implies nI(X', y' ),.;;, n 2(X' , Y'). Let Y = 
N(X') - Y' and M be a maximal 2-matchlng of (X' , V). By definition, M contains 
edges only between X' and Y. Further, each y E Y is incident with maximal 2 
edges from M. Hence, 
m(X' , y),.;;, L min{2,IN({y})nX'I} ,.;;, 2IYI. 0 
yeY 
Now, we get the following necessary conditions. 
Corollary 3.2. Let G = (X, Y; E}> E 2) be a split graph with IXI < I YI , let i E {I, 2} 
and j E{l, 2, 3, 4}. I[ G is Hamiltonian then 
(3.3) 
holds for all x' c X, x' =1= 0, Y' c N(X') , where Ai and n i are defined as in Lemma 
3.1. 
Clearly, for i = 1 and j = 4 condition (3.3) is equivalent to (1.2). 
4. The equivalence of the necessary conditions 
In this section all the necessary conditions of Corollary 3.2 will be proved to be 
equivalent to each other. By Lemma 3.1 it is sufficient to show that condition 
(1.2) of Burkard and Hammer implies condition (2.5). The proof will be indirect. 
Let G = (X, Y ; E 1, E 2) be a split graph with IXI < I YI. Suppose there exist sets 
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X' c X, X' =I=~, ¥' c N(X') such that inequality (2.5) is not fulfilled, i.e. we have 
2IX'I - m(X', ¥') +f(X', ¥'» m(X', N(X') - ¥')-f(X', N(X') - ¥'). 
(4.1) 
Then, sets X* c X', X* =I=~, ¥* c N(X*) will be constructed which do not satisfy 
(1.2), i.e. 
k(X*, ¥*)+h(X*, ¥*)/2>IN(X)I-I¥*I. (4.2) 
As this proof is a rather long one (see Peemoiler [8]) only a short sketch of the 
main ideas shall be given here. For this we need the concept of M-alteroating 
chains. 
Therefore, let M be a 2-matching of a bipartite graph G = (X, Y; E2)' The 
M-degree of a vertex v EX U Y is the number of edges of M incident to v. A 
subset C of E2 is an M-alternating chain from y E Y to x E X, if its elements can 
be ordered as e 1, . . . ,eh l EN, I odd, such that 
(i) y E e" x E e, ; 
(ii) each pair (ei - I> ~), 2~i~l, has exactly one vertex v in common and v is 
incident with precisely 2 edges of C; 
(iii) ~ ¢. M for i odd, ~ EM for i even (1 ~ i ~ I). 
It should be mentioned that the following lemma plays an important part in our 
proof (although it is not obvious in the sketch given here). 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a 2-matching of G = (X, Y; E2 ). For j = 0, 1 let 
Xi = {x EX: x has M-degree j}, 
Y; ={y E Y: y has M-degree j}. 
Then M is maximal if and only if, there exists no M -alternating chain from a 
YE YoU ¥1 to an XEXoUX1 • 
Proof. See Berge [1) or Berge [2, p. 152, Theorem 2]. 0 
The proof of equivalence can be divided into 4 steps. 
Step 1. By considering many cases it can be shown that in (4.1) feX' , N(X') -
¥') = 0 may be a sumed w.l.o.g. 
Step 2. Let yl = ¥' and y 2 = N(X') - y' and let Mi be a maximal 2-matching 
of (X' , r) for i = 1, 2. To construct X* all the vertices which are connected by an 
M i-alternating chain to an ¥-vertex with Mi-degree less than 2 are removed 
from X', i.e. X *c X' - (W 1 U W 2) where 
W i = {x EX': there is aY E r with Mi -degree less than 2 such that x 
and y are connected by an M-alternating chain}, i = 1, 2. 
Furthermore, if (Xl, yi) i an F-component of (X' , ¥') and touched by this 
removal (i.e. X i n W2 =1= ~) , then Xi is removed, too ; i.e. 
X *=X'-(WlU W2 UXF) 
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where 
X F = {x E X' : there is an F-component (Xi, yi) of (X' , Y') 
with x i nw:f:0 and XEXi}. 
Because of Step 1 there are no F-components of (X' , N(X') - Y') which are 
affected by this removal. It can be shown that X* is not empty. 
Step 3. Y* is constructed in a way such that the structure of the graph (X*, Y*) 
is simple; i.e. all the edges of (X*, Y*) belong to M 1 U M 2 and the vertices of y * 
have Mi-degree lor belong to an F-component (Xi, yi) of (X', Y'). Therefore, a 
component of (X*, Y*) consists of either one X-vertex and k Y-vertices (k E 
{O, 1,2,3, 4}) or an F-component (Xi, yi) of (X', Y') . That is why k(X*, Y *) and 
h(X*, Y*) can easily be determined. 
Step 4. Finally, using a great number of inequalities it can be shown that 
(X*, Y*) does not satisfy (1.2), i.e. (4.2) holds. 
Therefore, the following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G = (X, Y; Eh~) be a split graph with IXI < I YI. If inequality 
(2.5) is not fulfilled for all X' c X, X':f: 0, Y' c N(X') , then inequality (1.2) is not 
fulfilled for all X' c X, X':f: 0, Y' c N(X'). 
From this and Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
Coronary 4.3. All the necessary conditions of Corollary 3.2 are equivalent to each 
other. 
5. Summary and remarks 
The problem investigated in this work is if a necessary condition for Hamilto-
nian split graphs developed by Burkard and Hammer [3) can be sharpened to a 
necessary and sufficient one. 
First, in Section 1 it is shown that the Burkard and Hammer-condition can be 
simplified. Then, considering missing edges instead of vertices a new necessary 
condition can be proved in Section 2 (Theorem 2.2). The inequality which this 
new condition is based on is sharper than the one used by Burkard and Hammer 
(Lemma 3.1). Therefore, the Burkard and Hammer-condition (and other new 
conditions) can be derived from Theorem 2.2 as a corollary. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to show all these conditions are equivalent to each other. As the proof is 
a rather long one only a short sketch of the main ideas is given in Section 4. 
What can be said about other possibilities to sharpen the Burkard and 
Hammer-condition? Two remarks shall be made to this. 
Remark 1. Let us consider the split graph G = (X, Y; E l , E 2 ) from Example 2.3. 
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With this example Burkard and Hammer prove that their condition is only 
necessary and not sufficient, because their condition is fulfilled but G is not 
Hamiltonian. But it is possible to transfonn G into a 'reduced' graph G such that 
G does not fulfill the Burkard and Hammer-condition. G can be constructed in 
the following manner (by the way, the following idea is used in Selby's multipatb-
method to construct Hamiltonian graphs (see Christofides 14])): if G bas a 
Hamiltonian cycle C, then the edges {f, 5} and {d,4} must belong to C, i.e. 
{{f, 5}, {d, 4}} c C. 
Furthennore, 
{{a, i}, {a, 2}, {c, 1}, {c, 3}, {2, b}, {3, b}, {5, e}} c C. 
This implies 
{{i, e}, {4, b}}n c = 0, 
i.e. we obtain the reduced graph G = (X, Y ; E1> £2) with E 2 = E 2- {{1, e}, {4, b}} 
and G is Hamiltonian if and only if G is. Obviously, G does not fulfill tbe 
Burkard and Hammer-condition. The question now is: if we restrict the Burkard 
and Hammer-condition to split graphs G which cannot be reduced (i.e. G = G) do 
we obtain a sufficient one then? By the following remark we may expect that the 
answer will be negative. 
Remark 2. Nash-Williams 17] (and Krishnamoorthy 16]) proved that for each 
arbitrary graph G = (V; E) there exist a bipartite graph G = (X, Y; £) such that 
G is Hamiltonian if and only if G is. It is easy to see that by a slight modification 
of G a split graph G* = (X* , y*; E~, E~) with IX*I < I Y*I can be obtained such 
that G is Hamiltonian if and only if G* is. Therefore, the problem to sbarpen the 
Burkard and Hammer-condition to a necessary and sufficient one is equivalent to 
the problem to find a good cbaracterization of Hamiltonian grapbs. The latter 
problem is a well-known unsolved one. 
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